
Greetings!

One of the obstacles to minding our heritage is a lack of authoritative reference. 
Luckily for Perak heritage, a royal effort has taken care of that.

HRH the Raja Muda’s illustrated book, LANDMARKS OF PERAK, is a dedication 
to his parents, the Sultan and Raja Permaisuri of Perak, who officiated at its 
launch in KL on 31 May. Members of the PHS-exco were invited to the book 
launch. According to our Hon Sec, the elegant royal affair in the grand ballroom 
of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel was “simple and no fuss”. We wonder whether 
the buildings selected for the book would qualify for preservation automatically. 
Read on page 3 the abridged Perak Architectural Style.

At the book launch, we noted Angela Hijjas of MNS Selangor branch talking to 
our Menteri Besar.  Was that about the MNS campaign to save the Temenggor-
Belum Forest Reserve ? We would have liked to speak with our MB too, to 
remind him of the spiritual quality of Gunung Lanno and unique tin-mining 
heritage of Gua Puncak. Our report : page 4.  

“Man is to blame for Sungai Perak’s destruction,” said our concerned Raja 
Muda in SJD & Star: 9 JUN. HRH wants “government agencies to co-operate 
with NGOs and the public” to improve the river’s water quality. Extremely tough! 
The 300 km-long Sg Perak receives the untreated ‘discharge’ from numerous 
tributaries. It would take a major campaign to enforce a continuing education on 
the proper disposal of rubbish and industrial wastes. But then, later, the state 
authority declared Sungai Sepetang the only polluted major river in Perak!

Under the Ninth Malaysia Plan, Perak has chosen to rehabilitate about 10 
km of the Sungai Kinta in Ipoh in “an experiment on river conservation”. The 
relevant government departments will engage various experts to pioneer this 
programme to clean-up, rehabilitate and regenerate our rivers, as a model in 
river management. Please, let it succeed beyond our wildest imagination!

Still on river. A big THANK-YOU to Christina Koh for painting such a pretty 
picture of our Sg Perak heri.trail in the Star: metro: 22 MAY. The big story later 
appeared in the central edition of the metro.

The imposing Bok House in KL was built by Chua Cheng Bok, a founder of the 
company, Cycle and Carriage. It may be due for demolition to make way for 
development. For weeks, major stories in and letters to our dailies, including 
the letter from our editorial committee member, Sook Mei all echo the message 
of saving this “national treasure”. Badan Warisan Malaysia’s executive director, 
Liz Cardosa asked: “If gazetted (the MCAH has the power to gazette it), what 
then? At what cost and to whom? What if Bok House is demolished? At what 
cost and to whom?” A building and a road in Ipoh have been named after this 
man who brought us “the Benz”, once an icon of Ipoh, the good time town of tin 
miners and planters.

In Ipoh, a house collapsed in Panglima Lane and others may follow while we 
wait for sympathetic adaptive re-use for these pre-1900 shophouses. 

Now, shall we pray?
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Heri.trail: Batu Gajah: From Kinta River Port to Admin Centre 
A morning walk on the Changkat: see the District Admin Complex, the 
Hospital, St Joseph Cathedral, Christian cemeteries, the PWD buildings. 
The second segment covers the River Drive, Guan Di Temple, Mandailing 
Cemetery and the Royal English School. It is a new trail with further insight.

Date Sunday, 23 July 2006 (Our heri.trail in May was cancelled 
because our trail leader was bedded with a bad back!)

Duration 4 Hours  (8.30am - 12.30pm)  
  Meet at 8am at the Ipoh Railway Station
Cost Members and children under-18: RM12, Non-Mbr: RM24
Booking  Hong: 012.297 6517 by Friday 21 July

Museum Exhibition: Bamboo
This small regional exhibition suffers from poor presentation. However, if 
you happen to be in Taiping, see it and learn something about our bamboo 
growth. The Museum is surprisingly popular for family outing on Sunday. 
Perhaps, it is time for sympathetic extensions or annexes (to adjoining PWD 
houses) to create more exhibition space.

Date  usual hours, daily, until the end of the year.
Venue  Perak Museum, Taiping
Admission  Free

Calling all Artists, Artisans & Cultural Enterpreneurs !!!
Be a part of Little Penang Street Market !!!
This Sunday market is an art and craft cultural venture. It offers desirable 
contemporary designs and new work of traditional skills all in one place. It 
showcases quality local-made. And if you love cultural products, there are 
jewellery, nyonya kebaya, wearables and home decorations: Sarawak crafts, 
glasswork, ceramics, “Recycled” Art, etc. Add to your collections or gift them 
away. With a good selection of eateries there at your service, the market is 
great for a family day-out or just lepak with friends on a Sunday afternoon.

When  Noon to 8.00pm. Starting 30 July 2006
  (last Sunday of every month)
Where  Upper Penang Road, George Town
Free for all  Children’s activities, life music, and street performances by 
  celeb. stand-up comic, Joan Kam Poh Poh and others.
More Info www.lestariheritage.net/littlepenang/index.htm
  Email : littlepenang@lestariheritage.net
  Adeline : 012.317 5498

Report 

Seeing is believing 
Sun 25 June, Teluk Intan - The proposed two-day trail was revised to a 
day-trip for architectural appreciation. Through spot-checks, day-trippers 
got a taste of heritage alerts in the country town: we were horrified that the 
slightly leaky terracotta roof of the pretty Methodist Episcopal Church would 
be replaced by a new metal deck roofing. We pleaded with Rev Joy and Mr 
Balan to reconsider their proposal. We were outraged by the renovation of 
Masjid Batak Rabit which bricked-up its colonnaded verandah. Peter and 
Irene came all the way from KL for the trail but they skipped the afternoon 
drive-tour to enjoy their drive back to Shah Alam on the coastal road - nice 
idea! But, perhaps, the convoy did better… through Mohd Taib, we enjoyed 
durian asli in his friend’s orchard in Kg Gajah, on our way home. It was 
quite a treat. Although it was late in the afternoon when mosquitoes roam, 
they bothered us not; only the little leeches prowled! The intrepid NST’s 
Diana Yeoh joined our trail. Look out for her stories in NST’s Travel Times. 
Meanwhile, enjoy Charlie’s pictures.
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The old court house is shaded by 
verandahs with brick column bases and 
iron posts. 

PHS Inter-state trip
A September Weekend

Destination :
LEMBAH BUJANG

National archaeological
 treasure trove in KEDAH.

Special rates for PHS members.
If you are interested, call or 

email us NOW !!!
Group limited to only 20 persons.
Details in your next Heri.News!

New HQ for
Penang Heritage Trust

Congratulations
to PHT on the opening of its 

new premises in
Church Street.

The Deputy Culture, Arts and 
Heritage Minister

was there to present
the Living Heritage Treasures 

of Penang Awards 2006
to a puppeteer,

a signboard engraver and
a kebaya designer.



Perak Architectural Styles
Speech delivered by Chen Voon Fee, architect and one of 
the founding members of Badan Warisan Malaysia, at the 
royal launch of LANDMARKS OF PERAK, in KL. 

Traditional Malay architecture in Perak developed a building 
system using materials form the forest and the river and 
was well suited to the State’s tropical climate. A late C19th 
photograph reproduced in Landmarks of Perak shows 
Che Mida’s large timber house in Kuala Kangsar. It was 
built raised off the ground, under double steeply pitched 
roofs of atap palm thatch, known as bumbung panjang and 
enclosed by walls of woven matting known as anyaman 
buloh. Traditional Malay architecture survives intact in 
buildings like the Rumah Kutai, and the justly famous Istana 
Kenangan, both in Kuala Kangsar.

Typical Perak Malay houses are distinct from those elsewhere in the 
Peninsula: the bumbung Perak roof style adds a half-gable to the standard 
bumbung lima (5-ridge roof), and the anjung or entrance porch is enhanced 
with arched latticework decoration.

Following British intervention of 1874, the Malay house form was adapted 
for uses other than housing. Single story shops were built of timber 
supporting atap roofs. Few such buildings, however, survived the fires that 
periodically destroyed the state’s early towns. In order to overcome the risk 
of fire, buildings were constructed of bricks and roofs were of clay tiles.

Architectural styles from further afield were introduced by immigrants from 
South- East Asia, India and China - drawn by the commercial opportunities 
that Perak offered. For example, near Bagan Serai, Kerian, a distinctive 
mosque, Masjid Tinggi - with a high steeple roof and a multi-storeyed 
minaret - attests to the presence of Banjarese immigrants hailing from East 
Kalimantan. Another mosque with a multi-story minaret, near Bagan Datoh, 
Hilir Perak, bears the hallmarks of Javanese craftsmen.

Chinese immigrants invariably built temples reminiscent of those of the 
provinces from which they came; Hokkien temples - such as Hok Soon 
Keong in Teluk Intan, with flamboyantly curving roof ridges, and Cantonese 
and Hakka temples -- like the Old Kampar Temple, with straighter roof 
ridges.

Indians brought with them temple architecture typical of southern India, 
distinguished by their highly decorated gopuram, or tiered entrance towers. 
The Sri Subramaniyar temple in Batu Gajah and the Kuil Sri 
Thandayuthapani in Teluk Intan are two fine examples featured in 
the book. 

Europeans built churches, and, of course, schools. Fine 
examples of the latter are St Michael’s Institution and the Ipoh 
Convent, built in a distinctive Gothic vernacular style with 
arcades of pointed arches.

A number of Neoclassical Style buildings are found in Perak. 
The style, derived from the classical architecture of Greece 
and Rome, was exported by the British to their colonies and 
settlements and used widely in government, commercial and 
private buildings. A particularly fine example of this style is the 
Malay College Kuala Kangsar. Ipoh Railway Station is also 
Neoclassical, with just a hint of the Mogul. 

The Mogul Style was introduced into Malaya by the PWD State Engineer, 
CE Spooner with Kuala Lumpur’s New Government Offices, now known as 
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The impressive old court house .

The Guangdong Old Temple square: 
where traders have provided 

essential goods and services to the 
community since days gone by.

The beautiful all-wood ceiling of the 
Sri Thandayuthapani Temple.



Bangunan Sultan Abdul Samad. Kuala Kangsar has the 
Masjid Ubudiah, believed by many as the flowering of the 
Mogul style in the country.

Buildings in the C20th developed a range of hybrid styles 
that may be termed “Eclectic”. In the 1930s and 1940s, the 
distinctive Art Deco style was introduced. Stripped of all 
neoclassical elements, this style is characterized by simple 
geometric forms and ornamentation, flowing lines, pylons 
and the inevitable flagpole. Many of Ipoh’s original cinemas 
were built in this style.

The International Style, the creation of German architect 
Walter Gropius and his followers, was not widely adopted 
in the country, until after Independence. However, Ipoh 
has a surprisingly early herald of the style in Lam Look 

Ing Bazaar. Considered a transition between Art Deco and the International 
Style, it is one of the country’s earliest mixed-use commercial buildings, 
although sadly damaged by a recent fire. With the Geological Survey of 
Malaya, Perak claimed its first unmistakable International Style building.

Like a banquet table laden with a rich variety of courses, “Landmarks of 
Perak’ encompasses a fascinating range of Architectural styles. Enjoy the 
book by partaking a few courses at a time - to avoid a surfeit of richness.

Best of all, visit the originals - while there is time.

In the News
National Heritage Bill 2005

The National Heritage Act 2005 (NHA) was passed without fanfare in 
Parliament in March. With the NHA, the 1976 Antiquities Act is repealed and 
the Treasure Trove Act 1957 (NHA: Part 10) would remain enforced at state 
level until the state legislative assemblies pass the same law. Relevant state 
authorities protest as their power is “usurped”. To safeguard the nation’s 
treasures under the NHA:

A Department of National Heritage has been set up and Prof Dato’ Dr 
Zuriana Majid, archaeologist, USM has been appointed the Commissioner.
A Heritage Council will be established and a “massive awareness campaign” 
launched. Who, exactly, will be included in this council and will heritage 
activists be represented or consulted? Does MCAH really believe that it 
can go on its own without the support and assistance of the NGO heritage 
network? 

A master list of heritage items and sites is in progress - an ambitious 
undertaking, indeed! Will the state authorities co-operate? Ditto!
A heavy (!) penalty, up to RM50,000 fine or 5-year jail term will be imposed 
on those who infringe the Act. Peanuts to monkeys!

The MCAH will fine-tune the NHA to include buildings that are less than 30 
years old, such as the Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC). Is there anyone 
mad enough to demolish them in the near future? This may be news to you: 
modern commercial high-rises are designed for a 30-year life-span; they are 
never meant to last forever. Unique buildings in the world, such as the KLCC 
twin towers and the Sydney Opera House are bound to be preserved. Is it 
not better to focus on the heritage buildings now at risk of total loss?

According to the Deputy Minister for MCAH, the premium on restored 
heritage buildings should be at least twice its ordinary property market 
value. 
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Quotable Quotes:

The schools have it

“We would like to see more empha-
sis on getting a high level of under-
standing (on heritage) at school 
level. It is not just about one’s food 
and dress but it is also about the built 
environment.” -- Elizabeth Cardosa, 
executive director, Badan Warisan 
Malaysia, Star 23 DEC, 2005 

“Before 1957, school heroes were 
not those who scored 8As or 9As. 
They were the great debaters, those 
good in drama, in sport, and those 
leading the Scouts and Girl Guides.”
-- Emeritus Prof Dato’ Khoo Kay Kim, 
UM, NST 21 MAR 

“The amendment ensures that these 
buildings are preserved as long as 
they have artistic, historical and 
cultural value, and are of national 
significance.” - Datuk Seri Dr Rais 
Yatim, Minister for Culture, Arts and 
Heritage.

Ian found an old cobbler in the temple square.



However, the small fine will not deter wanton demolitions and incendiary fires. 
While MCAH prepares its master list of our national heritage, a lot can simply 
disappear overnight. Will it save KL’s Bok House, and how? What is there to 
stop heritage buildings from turning into bird nest farms? It remains to be 
seen if MCAH can follow-up on its own Act. 

Vanishing Heritage: tin-mining in the Kinta Valley
 
The Perak MB cautioned that he would allow quarry operations to continue 
on limestone hills already defaced until they are flattened and gone. While 
the tiny state of Perlis proudly shows off its cave tin-mine in Gua Kelam 
II, Perak seems unwilling to preserve the evidence (read heritage) of tin-
mining in Gua Puncak, Gunung Lanno. Ingratitude, perhaps, for its top of 
the world productivity has carved Kinta Valley on the world map and this 
tin-wealth has built the nation’s infrastructure, ranked among Asia’s best. 

Gunung Lanno in Kramat Pulai is a holy site. Towards the end of the 
C19th, its guardian is Toh Domba bin Toh Tua, “a first-rate man” (wrote the 
Resident Hugh Low). As chief of the mukim of Sungei Raia, Toh Domba 
lived in an “impressive house” facing the hills in Kg Kepayang overlooking 
Lanno, the abode of spirits”. (Ref: KINTA VALLEY, KS Nasution & AR Lubis)

The unique heritage value of Gua Puncak bubbled to the surface when 
historian Dr Ho Tak Ming sought the help of MKS to locate the cave tin-mine 
mentioned in the old Perak Government Gazette.
 
According to Dr Ho, Charles Alma Baker, as ex-contract surveyor (1892-97) 
to the Kinta Land Office, obtained the first lease to mine the G Lanno area in 
1900. He contracted the Chew brothers in 1903 and this enriching partnership 
lasted some twenty years. While Alma Baker became one of the richest 
unofficials in Malaya, Chew Boon Juan can claim Lanno as his “mound of 
golden”.

Boon Juan had left his home in Fujian, China as a teenager in 1892 to 
work for a trusted kinsman in Kg Kepayang. By a twist of fate, he ended up 
buying over the business and sent for his brothers, Boon Seong and Boon 
San, to help him manage his expanded business. Boon Juan did so well 
he “felt entitled to take semi-retirement in 1912 at the age of 37”. In fact, he 
then went on a cruise around the world with his pal, Kapitan Cina Chung 
Thye Phin! 

The exploitation of limestone hills, like logging, is not going to stop. “For 
practical reasons, the Malaysian Karst Society (MKS) urge the State to 
conduct an immediate study and identify the hills we are prepared to lose 
to quarrying. This is to minimize damage, stop haphazard exploitation 
and prioritise the conservation of hills with scientific, historical and 
archaeological values. Also, quarrying should go sub-basement once the hill 
has been totally removed, and no more hills should be quarried,” said the 
president of MKS, Philip Leong on the telephone.

Here today, gone tomorrow?

Terrible cycles of cause and effect overlap! While ex-tin-mine’s “tailing” 
provides a source of sand for the construction industry, this extensive 
barren land has been primed for housing development. Apart from catering 
to local demands, river sand and stones from Perak, Ipoh, Bidor and 
Tanjung Malim also go inter-state. 

Unhappy with ominous “shortage” in the near future, the Perak MB has 
decided to restrict inter-state sale to sources in the south. However, river-
sand mining in the Sg Perak also needs to be reconsidered because sand 
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Prosper thy brothers! 
Intangible Cultural Value?
Chew Boon Juan once said, “I love 
my brothers. Whatever I have, I also 
want them to have. We came from a 
poor background. When I prosper I 
also want my brothers to prosper as 
well.” -- Ho Tak Ming, historian 

Heri.trail-blazers in action.

Inside the Methodist
Episcopal Church.

Right behind the temple, this corner 
shophouse belongs to the Soon Hock 
Keong. Note the protruding (heritage) 

all-timber balcony.

Pedal power - a tricycle for delivering 
goods.



mining at Bota, coupled with industrial pollution upstream, has already 
damaged the habitat of river terrapins. This last major population of river 
terrapins in South-East Asia is facing extinction. 

Can you imagine Ipoh without our limestone hills? The limestone hills 
of Kinta Valley are picture perfect. Can we try to balance irreversible 
exploitation (destruction) with “eternal” enjoyment? The geological 
authorities have remained silent. 

Don’t desert dry-lands!

As retaining our Belum-Temenggor Forest Reserve rests in the balance, this 
year’s World Environment Day came and went rather quietly. In points below 
are what the pro-environment lobby have highlighted as the top challenges 
we face today: 

*  Sahabat Alam Malaysia: Forest destruction and degradation causing 
bio-diversity loss, loss of habitat for our wildlife, pollution, our deterioration of 
our freshwater resources, marine and coastal systems, air quality and urban 
living. 

*  Centre for Environment, Technology and Development Malaysia 
(Cetdem): Natural resource mismanagement, air pollution, waste generation 
and disposal, energy wastage.

*  World Wide Fund for Nature: Ineffective land use planning and 
implementation, excessive consumerism, private vehicles and pollution, 
water wastage.

*  Department of Environment: water pollution by discharge of untreated 
sewage, solid waste disposal and dumpsites, air pollution.
Malaysia Nature Society: Water problems, habitat and species loss, climate 
change, chemical, air, water pollution and solid waste, natural resource 
management.

*  Global Environment Centre: pollution of rivers, continuing degradation 
of mangrove and peat swamp forests, mismanagement of water resources, 
poor planning and lack of co-ordination between agencies, lack of 
community empowerment.

Our Prime Minister wants the state governments to actively pursue 
reforestation and implement all policies pertaining to sustainable forest 
management (SFM). He visited the Deramakot in Sabah, gazetted as 

a commercial Forest Reserve in 1961, where 
logging discontinued in 1989 for the initiation of 
the SFM pilot project. The impressive success of 
the Deramakot SFM model project has attracted 
generous operation funds contributed by a local 
corporation and a foreign NGO in support of this 
tremendous effort. 

Meanwhile, in Sg Siput (North), the protectors took 
on the exploiters. The small Chior Wildlife Reserve, 
gazetted in 1903, is torn between the State Forestry 
Department and Perak Wildlife and National Parks 
Department (Perhilitan) (ref: Star, 1 JUN). Officers 
of the Perhilitan found that trees were felled, and 
logs piled in a cleared holding area just outside 
the boundary of the wildlife reserve. It seems that 
the forestry dept has been de-gazetting portions 
of the wildlife reserve for logging without informing 
Perhilitan, much to their indignity. 
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DESERTS AND DESERTIFICATION
World Environment Day:

5 June 2006
Book now for the MNS Camping Trip: 

It’s wild in the jungle!

“You must return what you have 
taken from the forest.”  - Datuk Seri 
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, Prime 
Minister of Malaysia, NST: 9 JUN

An Indian barber operates in the 
“five-foot way”. 

The disused old Balai Polis would make a great link-up with the court 
house for a museum complex in the old civic centre of Teluk Intan.



Book Review By Chong Fong Loon
THE MALAYS - A CULTURAL HISTORY
By Richard Winstedt, published by Routledge, Kegan & Paul, 1961

Empowered Malay Women Considering the broad influences in the 
development of the Malay culture, this is a thin book. But, do not be fooled 
by its slender size; it has depth, and one has to read it several times to pick 
up all the details. The book is easy to plough through. Enjoy the first reading 
at a leisurely pace and then go through the book again, much like a gleaner 
walking through a harvested field to pick up the leftovers. In this instant, I will 
try to glean from this book some insights into the social fabric of Perak in the 
19th century.

Windstedt accounts for the social system in Perak in brief and explains 
that it was influenced by Islam and immigrant groups from outside Malaya. 
Readers may be surprised to learn that a form of matriarchy existed in 
Perak, although the well-known matriarchy of the Minangkabau influence 
was centred on the state of Negri Sembilan. William Maxwell, the Assistant 
Resident of Perak, wrote in 1884, 

In this state, the lands and houses of the deceased descend to his daughters 
equally, while the sons divide the personal property, being expected to acquire 
land for themselves by clearing and planting it or by marrying women who have 
inherited it.

Windstedt explains that there was a general respect for women’s rights in 
the Malay world, even in states where Minangkabau influence was weak. He 
wrote, 

(After the fall of Malacca) for 200 
years most of the immigrants 
into Malaya were Bugis, whose 
women-folk in Celebes enjoy 
equal rights to property with 
men, take part in public affairs 
and have often been elected to 
fill a throne. In Perak, Achinese 
influence was paramount during 
most of the 17th century, and in 
Acheh houses and homesteads 
were as a rule assigned to 
daughters and rice-fields and 
weapons to sons.

Further on, Windstedt selects, in 
my opinion, the best example to 
demonstrate women’s rights in Perak: 

Malay women can hardly be described as an inferior sex…. Even in the 
matter like the abolition of slavery, Raja Idris, afterwards the Sultan of 
Perak, released his own slaves but apologized for his inability to free 
slaves who were the personal property of his wife. The income, too, of a 
Muhammadan woman from her own private property or settlements is 
independent of control by her husband.

Ed: More of Fong Loon’s book reviews in coming issues of Heri.News.
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The heritage colonnaded verandah of the Masjid Batak Rabit has been bricked-up. 

Happy durian eaters.

Good News!

Services offered by the Islamic Arts 
Museum! (NST 4 June: FOCUS)

- Conservation and restoration of 
artefacts from other museums, insti-
tutions and private collectors

- Provision of professional advice 
and information to museums, insti-
tutions and private collectors

- Promotion of the professional 
concept of conservation

- Collaboration with other museums 
and institutions

Go visit this museum if you have 
not already done so, and enjoy this 
contemplative space as you stroll 
past displays of Islamic art from 
around the world.



Ipoh: Prehistoric drawings risk being lost (Star: 25 MAY)
At the Stone Age Culture Curators Forum held in the National Museum 
yesterday National Museum archaelogist Sanim Ahmad said that prehistoric 
drawings and inscriptions in more than 15 caves might be defaced due to 
lack of efforts to protect them. He said, “They could be ruined if areas in 
the vicinity are trespassed, developed and exploited by quarry activities”, 
singling out rock blasting, natural process, vandalism and development as 
culprits in its destruction. 

Batu Gajah: Forgiven, but not forgotten
Apologies to our PHS member who complained that our Heri.News came 
too late and caused her to miss the commemorative services at God’s Little 
Acre. Well, for future reference, this annual event happens invariably on the 
second Saturday in June. This year, a remembrance ceremony at the Khalsa 
Diwan Malaysia, Ipoh commemorated the fallen in WW2. Sikhs, Hindus, 
Muslims and Christians offered prayers in a simple but meaningful ceremony. 
The focus was of course the Battle of Kampar where many Sikhs sacrificed 
their lives.

Manong: new bridge, new growth
Under the Ninth Malaysia Plan, the RM30-mil bridge at Manong will bring 
convenience to folks who live in the pastoral charm of the Sg Perak between 
Parit-Tg Belanja and Sayong. Two other Federal projects may change the 
face of this isolated riverine town: the proposed RM140-mil training facility 
for the Health Department and the RM13-mil Islamic College in the adjacent 
Kg Guar. 

Kuala Kangsar: the last keris-maker
“A once-strong community of blacksmiths has been reduced to a handful 
who stubbornly refuse to allow falling demand dampen their spirit”, wrote 
Lydia Gomez and Jessica Lim in the NST: 1 FEB. The grand master is 
74-year-old Paheran Abdul Manap @ Panjang Manap (Pak Izam), whose 
kerises got into palace functions and weddings. He taught Abdul Mazin 
Abdul Jamil, 56 and Raja Shariman Raja Aziddin, 39. Mazin’s keris is world-
famous with orders coming in from England, America and France. As the 
only younger practitioner of this age-old craft, Raja Shariman creates stylish 
contemporary metal sculpture with old skills.

Taiping: facelift for the old wet market (Sin Chew Daily: 18 MAY)
BWM confirmed it: the 1884 market will not be demolished after all, 
and all stall-holders will retain their right to return after its conversion 
to a dry market! The Majlis Perbandaran Taiping’s idea is to repair the 
market, improve its hygiene and remove the problem of traffic congestion 
by relocating the wet market to Tupai. Further dialogues between the 
stakeholders and the state government are in the pipeline.

Sitiawan: Foochow Methodists community pride (SCD 23 MAY)
Syabas to pastor Leow and the parish of Sitiawan’s Settlement Museum. 
Their community effort attracted the Deputy Minister of MCAH, Dato’ Wong 
Kam Hoong.  No allocation for its upkeep, but he promised governmental 
co-operation with local organizations to develop and promote local history 
and heritage for tourism. After all, Sitiawan stands out as the Foochow 
community heritage town.

Grik: Branding FELDA leather footwear
The FELDA rural development began in 1956 to create a better livelihood 
to voluntary settlers from “small holdings” in isolated areas. Fifty years on, 
as  demoralising social problems hit the blown-out population and problems 
beset the central management, 30% of 103,000 families living in the 278 
FELDA schemes nationwide are branching out into non-agricultural projects 
to supplement their income. Some settlers in Perak have started to produce 
“homemade shoes” from cowhide. We should support this new product but it 
has yet to be branded. 

Bachok, Kelantan: the last singghora roof-tile-makers
Jusoh Hussin, 60, will not give up his tile factory, the last of more than 40 
in the country. Set up in 1965, this heritage family trade employs mostly 
women: his four daughters and ten employees, because “laki-laki tak pandai” 
(“men are not skilful at this”). Clay for the tiles is sourced from paddy fields 
nearby. His first large-scale project was to supply to the Cherating Club Med 
in late 1970s. So, if you need a new roof, do consider Jusoh’s singghora tiles. 
Architects and builders: support this unique trade so it can survive. 
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Q: WHAT DO WE LEAVE 
TO THE CHILDREN OF 

TODAY? 
A: What we have been left 
with, our own history and

the environment
we borrow from the children 

of today!

Perak Heritage
Society

1, Jalan Lasam
Greentown

30450 IPOH
Perak, Malaysia.

PHONE
+605-242 5933

FAX
+605-242 5931

E-MAIL
perakheritage
@hotmail.com

Preserving our
Heritage for the

Future

See supplementary sheet: 
Preserving the past, Salleh 

Buang, NST: 18 FEB.

Correction:
Our apologies!
In HN3:3 pg 4,

Archibald E H Anson 
was in fact the last, and 
not the first Lieutenant 
Governor of Penang

as stated. 


